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looking to improve their home. 
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information



n Audience of active home-improvers n Readers with a high project spend n 30% of readers are planning to build an extension  
n 44% of readers are planning to install a new kitchen n 45% are planning a new bathroom n 75% are planning a decorating project*  

Why REAL HOMES can  
deliver REAL BUSINESS  for you
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BEFORE

LIVING ROOM
Below A classic 
cream L-shaped  
sofa by Minotti 
forms an intimate 
seating area around 
a smoked-glass 
Minotti coffee  
table, lit by a retro-  
inspired Normann 
Copenhagen 
pendant light

FRONT FAÇADE
Above and right  
The honey-coloured 
brickwork of the 
Victorian property 
was hidden under 
cream pebbledash, 

THE OWNERS 
Natalya Nesterova (top, far right), 
owner of Nesterova Interior 
Design, and partner Alessandro 
Mangiavacchi, an architect, live 
here with their son Dante, three

THE PROPERTY 
A three-storey, three-bedroom 
terraced house built in 1880

THE LOCATION 
Nunhead, south-east London

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple bought the house for 
£405,000 in 2009 and have spent 
around £150,000 on renovating 
it. The property has recently 
been valued at £1.1million

FACT FILE

The front door of this south-
London Victorian townhouse, 
painted in a deep shade of 
purple, hints at the vibrant, 
contemporary scheme inside, 

but when Natalya Nesterova and her 
partner Alessandro (Alex) Mangiavacchi 
first viewed the three-storey property, it 
was in a terrible state, and they knew it 
would take their combined design skills to 
transform it into a stylish home. 

‘There was blue carpet everywhere and 
it had a very old kitchen,’ recalls Natalya. 

‘Our renovated 
Victorian home is 
a cultural mix of 
style and colour’
By remodelling their townhouse, Natalya 
Nesterova and Alessandro Mangiavacchi 
have created a striking family home
WORDS RUBY ROGERS PHOTOGRAPHS JAMES BALSTON/ 
AMBIENCE IMAGES

‘We basically had to gut the house and 
start again from scratch.’ 

With planning permission granted for  
a loft conversion and kitchen extension, 
albeit with the extension’s rear elevation 
limited in size by regulations, architect  
Alex drew up the plans, and the couple 
began the process of transforming the 
three-bedroom house. ‘Alex designed 
everything, and then we did most of the 
build ourselves, which was quite taxing  
at times,’ admits Natalya. Builders were 
brought in to help with the steelwork, 

foundations and electrical elements, plus 
window and stone installation, and the 
couple decided to start at the top of  
the house to ensure minimal mess and 
disruption during the renovation. ‘It 
meant that the dirty work in the loft 
conversion was done before the bottom 
half of the project, so we could live 
upstairs while extending the kitchen.’

To maintain the height in the master 
bedroom below, the converted loft space 
– which has created a bedroom for son 
Dante, and a home office for Natalya –  

which was removed 
and the bricks 
repointed. The 
colour of the front 
door was inspired by 
a Kitchenaid mixer 
in BoysenberrySTATEMENT PIECES

Artwork The Three 
Mandarins from 
John Richard at 
Interio, teamed  
with cushions made 
from the traditional 
fabrics of Natalya’s 
homeland of 
Uzbekistan, add 
vibrant colour to the 
space. An Armani 
Casa rug provides 
warmth underfoot

Three-storey transformation
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W
e moved to our 
terraced house in 
Chiswick 12 years  
ago, when our first 
son was still a baby,’ 

recalls Jo. ‘Since then, we have updated 
the property as our two boys have  
grown and our needs have changed. 

‘In 2013, we decided to entirely 
remodel the ground floor. The boys were 
constantly coming home with muddy 
rugby kits, and we desperately needed  
a utility room, so we took the decision  
to block off the narrow end of the living 
room to create a utility space and a larger 
cloakroom,’ she explains. ‘In order to 
compensate for having a smaller living 

Jo and Gary Durden remodelled the ground floor 
to create the sociable kitchen-diner they craved
WORDS RACHEL LEEDHAM PHOTOGRAPHS RACHAEL SMITH

‘A mix of natural 
materials adds 
character to our 
new extension’

THE OWNERS 
Jo Durden (right) and her husband 
Gary, a property developer,  
live here with their two sons, 
Henry, 13 and Freddie, 11

THE PROPERTY 
A five-bedroom Victorian  
mid-terraced house

THE LOCATION 
Chiswick, west London

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple’s kitchen extension 
project cost around £78,000

FACT FILE



BEFORE

room, it made sense to make better use  
of the back of the house and create a 
larger family kitchen and dining space.’

Gary’s work as a property developer 
meant that he had an architect on hand 
to draw up plans for the new design, 
which entailed extending into the side 
return as well as lengthening the room  
by taking a metre from the garden. Both 
Jo and Gary had a very clear idea of  
what they wanted the new room to  
be like. ‘We were keen to have high 
ceilings, which involved digging down  
to lower the floor,’ says Jo. ‘I also wanted 
the glazed doors to the garden to have 
minimal frames, so that they wouldn’t 
interrupt the view to the outside.’

When the couple discovered that their 
neighbours were planning a similar home 
extension, they agreed to join forces to 
source a builder. ‘We thought that it 
made sense to bring in one team for both 
sets of works, and it was also useful 
having two parties looking for the right 
contractor,’ Jo explains. ‘We obtained a 
number of quotes before choosing a 
fantastic builder, John Shopland.’

The contractor was able to start on the 
neighbours’ extension first, while Jo and 
Gary finalised their plans. Their previous 
kitchen, installed soon after they bought 
the property, had been a glossy white 
design, but this time Jo wanted to source 
simple Shaker units that she could team 

ORIGINAL KITCHEN
Left Before they 
extended into  
the side return,  
Jo and Gary found 
the kitchen too 
cramped to use  
as a family space

BREAKFAST BAR
Right A mix of Tolix 
stools from Made in 
Design, oak stools 
from Cox & Cox and 
a Mercury 1000 
range cooker from 
John Lewis add an 
industrial aesthetic 
to the new space

DESIGN DETAILS 
Left The handsome 
larder unit along 
one wall is painted 
in Pavilion Gray by 
Farrow & Ball, and 
houses appliances 
and lots of shelving 
so that work surfaces 
are kept clutter-free

Sophisticated kitchen redesign
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A
fter living in London for  
a number of years, we 
wanted to move back 
home to Ireland, says 
Sharon. ‘Declan and I had 

been looking for a property for some time 
and came across a period home in Dublin 
that had all the features we were after, 
with lots of character, high ceilings, big 
windows and a good-sized garden.’

Externally, the house was in good 
shape, but inside it was split into a series 
of bedsits and offices. The couple realised 
it would be a major renovation project, 
but were excited at the prospect. They 
bought the property in 2009 and began 
work the following year, when interior 
designer Sharon was able to come back 
to Ireland to manage the project.

A key part of the plan was to create  
a new master suite on the first floor, 
within a space that was originally two 
bedsits, and to split up one room to  
make way for a walk-through dressing 
room and luxurious en suite, in place of  
a dated kitchenette. ‘We ripped out all  
the old fittings, and were left with an 
empty shell,’ explains Sharon.

The spacious new en suite is located  
at the rear of the house and has a large 
window overlooking the garden. Sharon 
wanted a freestanding bath that would 
be positioned close to the window, so 
that the couple could enjoy the view when 
bathing. She designed the location of the 
shower, basin and WC around it, opting 
for high-quality, wall-hung sanitaryware, 
and built a false wall to hide the pipes.

THE OWNERS 
Sharon McEvoy (above right), an 
interior designer, lives here with 
her husband Declan, a banker

THE PROPERTY 
A detached five-bedroom 
Victorian property

THE LOCATION 
Dublin, Ireland

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple’s bathroom project 
cost around £11,000

FACT FILE

NEW DESIGN
Left Walls painted  
in Farrow & Ball’s 
Down Pipe create  
a dramatic look. An 
acrylic roll-top bath 
from Homebase, 
painted in Farrow  
& Ball’s Purbeck 
Stone, is set against 
a modern wet-room-
style shower from 
Grohe. Iridescent 
mosaic tiles from 
Fired Earth contrast 
with large-format 
marble floor tiles 
from Tilestyle. The 
black storage unit  
is from Ikea

ORIGINAL SPACE
Right The Victorian 
house had previously 
been converted into 
a series of bedsits 
and offices, and the 
en suite replaces a 
former kitchenette

CLASSIC DETAILS
Below The door 
opens directly onto 
the bathing area,  
so it was important 
to Sharon to include  



BEFORE

Large room redesign

‘A mix of modern 
and classic fittings 
gives our en suite  
a glamorous look’
Sharon and Declan McEvoy have 
turned an old bedsit into an elegant  
space inspired by boutique hotels
WORDS PENNY CRAWFORD COLLINS  
PHOTOGRAPHS PHILIP LAUTERBACH

The style of the bath was central to the 
whole design. ’I really wanted a dramatic 
focal-point bath and had initially set my 
heart on a copper tub I’d spotted in Fired 
Earth, but our budget wouldn’t stretch to 
it, so I had to find an alternative,’ she 
says. ‘I spent a great deal of time looking 
in various bathroom showrooms, but 
found that baths of the size and style  
I was interested in were all quite costly.’

In the end she settled on a classic-style  
acrylic roll-top design. ‘We had to save 
up, though, so the bath was the last thing 
to go in – we only had a pipe sticking out 
of the floor for ages!’ she laughs.

 As a designer, Sharon had very strong 
ideas on how she wanted the room to 
look. ‘I really wanted something a bit 

a stylish bath.  
The taps are from 
Catchpole & Rye  
and the Rutland 
radiator is from  
The Radiator Shop
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Q Why should I choose  
a glass box style? 

A This type of extension will make  
a real design statement. ‘It’s hard  

to beat the wow factor of a substantially  
or totally glazed extension,’ says Alan 
Cronshaw of Acronym Architecture  
& Design. ‘It can bring glamour to any 
project and can also be used as a device 
to connect two or more solid parts of a 
house. If your property has a good view, 
floor-to-ceiling glass, or a glazed roof, is a 
great approach to bringing these external 
elements into play. Using substantial areas 
of glass is also a way that you can build 
an extension to a historic building in a 
contrasting material that may be more 
subtle than something more traditional.’

Q Don’t all glass box 
designs look the same? 

A Although the major element of your 
extension is glass, there are still 

plenty of options. ‘The expanses of glass 
will probably sit in some kind of frame, and 
it is likely that you will want this to be as 
thin in profile as possible,’ Alan Cronshaw 
explains. ‘Powder-coated aluminium  
is often chosen where the paint colour  
is applied in the factory, giving a wide  
range of shades. The glazing can have 
different coatings that will affect the  
look, from transparent to reflective. 

‘Whether the glazed panels are fixed, 
folding-sliding doors, or slide open, will 
also have an impact on the frames and 
how the completed design appears. If you 
have a solid roof above the glazing, the 
structural solution for supporting this will 
also be a key part of the design, perhaps 
overhanging to shade the glass from the 
sun. A brise-soleil, or sun shield, can also 
be incorporated to perform this function, 
which will again change the character of 

the project,’ adds Alan. ‘You may opt  
for a glazed roof, or even glazing using 
structurally laminated glass that acts as 
the beams and columns of the design.’

Q Will this type of 
addition suit my house?

A ‘Consider the age of the property 
and the type of use the extension 

will have,’ says Melanie Clear, director of 
Clear Architects. ‘For example, a south- 
facing extension will receive more sun, 
and so risks becoming very hot inside.  
A north-facing extension with underfloor 
heating can be a nice, light addition to a 
property, but if full-length glazing is used,  
it will not be suitable for a kitchen unless 
the units are positioned in the centre. 

‘Using glass as a feature can be a  
great addition to a period property, and  
in a 1970s-style home, a framed glass 
extension can work well with the expansive 
sections of glazing in the existing building.’

Q Is it difficult to get 
planning permission?

A ‘Planners like glass to bridge 
connections between architectural 

styles or to add to a home with a very 
dominant existing style, and conservation 
officers like the visible difference between 
old and new,’ explains Melanie Clear. ‘As 
long as it’s a considered extension, and 
not at the front of the property, then it 
would be viewed in the same way as any 
other, with no different or special treatment 
because of the glazed element.’

Q Will I need to employ  
specialist help?

A ‘Glass box extensions will usually 
involve specialist design detailing,’ 

explains experienced home renovator 
Michael Holmes. ‘So while you and your 

architectural designer may produce the 
layout and elevations for an extension 
enclosed by glass, you’ll need to find a 
designer, manufacturer or design-and-
build contractor to assist with details such 
as door systems and glazed walls or roof. 

‘The degree of specialism will depend 
on what you want to achieve: a structure 
made entirely of glass, including load-
bearing structural glass beams and columns, 
is very specialist, and there are only a 
handful of companies that produce this 
kind of work. A contemporary extension 
built with a more conventional structure, 
such as a steel frame, but with floor-to-
ceiling glazing and sliding or folding-sliding 
glazed doors, is less complicated, and any 
suitably experienced residential architect 
and structural engineer can help, working 
with a glazing specialist or door supplier.’

Q How much  
will it cost?

A ‘While a conservatory can be a 
relatively inexpensive alternative to  

a more solid extension, a bona fide glass 
box extension will almost certainly be more 
costly,’ says Alan Cronshaw. ‘You will 
probably want it to flow from the rest of 
the house, which may mean compensating 
for the areas of glass by increasing insulation 
levels elsewhere or carrying out other 
energy-saving measures. High-specification 
glass, the structural solution and alterations 
to the rest of the house are all costs that 
are likely to be greater than if you build 
something more conventional. Fees are 
likely to be higher for the architect or 
designer and structural engineer, too,  
as more work will be involved. You may 
also have to employ a thermal consultant, 
unless you’re building something more 
solid. I would advise a minimum budget  
of £3,000 per square metre.’

If you love the idea of a striking yet barely there contemporary addition, find 
project inspiration and specialist advice to create your own stylish design
FEATURE SARAH WARWICK

GLASS BOXextensıons
Design guide



7-page style guide

OPEN ASPECT
THE DESIGN BRIEF
To create an uninterrupted view of  
the garden from their East Sussex 
home, the Pollins family wanted to 
remove the boundaries between 
indoors and out. Origin’s bi-fold  
doors were recommended for the  
large expanse of glass and modern 

architecture they wanted; two sets allow 
the entire extension to open out, with 
the aluminium doors powder-coated in 
white to match the French windows.

THE COST
A similar project would cost £30,000 to 
£35,000 for construction and materials.
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STYLE
Summer

FOR EVERY SPACE
Refresh and renew your home and garden with the key looks,  

hot trends and latest colours for the season

When wallpaper is as lovely as 
this, it doesn’t matter whether 
it’s for a boy’s or a girl’s room – it’s 
gender neutral. Use it on all four 
walls for the maximum effect,  
or on diagonally opposite walls 
for the latest way to decorate.

Invest in practical yet beautifully crafted 
furniture and add stylish accessories to turn 
your outdoor space into a sociable garden.  

Jack N Rose My 
House wallpaper  
in Aqua, £29.95  
per roll, Galerie

Above Islay two-seater sofa made from 
eucalyptus wood with PU weave and polyester 
cushions, H78xW135xD71cm, £399; Islay  
bench, H46xW179xD52cm, £200; Islay six- 
seater dining table, H75xW190xD90cm, £499, 
all from the Croft Collection at John Lewis

USE PRETTY PASTELS 
FOR KIDS’ ROOMS

UPDATE WITH  
RUSTIC STYLE

Create a conservatory feel in a 
downstairs extension with a wall or 
two of fauna or flora. Butterflies are  
the insect du jour – and look fantastic 
when featured in myriad motifs and 
colours on wallpaper. Continue the 
effect by picking out key shades  
in upholstery and accessories.

Left Amazilia collection Papilio wallpaper 
in 111079, £56 per roll; chairs covered  
in Folia Velvets in (clockwise from front) 
Tangerine, Claret, Lagoon, Magenta  
and Lime, all £54 per m, Harlequin

DECORATE WITH 
BUTTERFLIES

FEATURE JULES BARTON-BRECK julessaysso.com

NEW 
CLASSIC
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Remodelling their home gave Joanna and David 
Fitzgerald the opportunity for an outdoor redesign
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS MARCUS HARPUR

‘A themed garden 
makes the most  
of our new view’

THE OWNERS 
Joanna Fitzgerald (above), a part- 
time careers advisor, and husband 
David, a company director

THE PROPERTY 
A five-bedroom, Victorian 
semi-detached house with 
recent modifications

THE LOCATION 
Battersea, south London 

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple’s garden project  
cost around £32,000

FACT FILE

ORIGINAL SPACE
Above Large lime 
trees and a brick wall  
at the far end of the 
garden dominated 
the existing area

DRY RIVERBED
Below This side of 
the garden catches 
the sun and is perfect 
for plants that like 
dry conditions



BEFORE

There were a lot of changes at 
once for us, which meant we 
needed to rethink our garden,’ 
recalls Joanna, of the house 
renovation that sparked an 

outdoor makeover for her and husband 
David. ‘We had completely redesigned  
the back of our house, which gave us a 
whole new view of our garden, but the 
building work had extensively damaged 
the area.’ After living with an outdoor space 
used by their growing family for three 
decades, this gave the couple the perfect 
opportunity to redevelop the space.

There were plenty of other incentives  
to get to work, explains Joanna. ‘Large 
lime trees had undermined the far wall of 
the garden and needed to be felled, and a 
large wall built alongside the house really 
dominated the space. We had a small  
pond that didn’t function properly, our 
shed was falling down, and we no longer 
needed space for the children to kick a 
football around. Plus, our upcoming 
retirement meant we wanted to make 
better use of the space.’

The redesign of the house meant that 
Joanna and David could view their garden 
in a new light. With the family kitchen 
now located on the first floor, unlike most 
gardens, the main viewing point was from 
above. A strong layout and structure were 
all-important for this new perspective, so 
large windows were added to make the 
most of the view and to allow the couple 
to see wildlife thriving in their garden.  
‘I can sit here, watching the birds like 
television,’ says Joanna. ‘And, thanks to  
the pond, we also now have frogs and 
dragonflies, even here in Battersea.’ 

Joanna and David researched every 
aspect of their redesign carefully, 
gathering ideas from books, visiting Royal 
Horticultural Society shows, and using  
the Society of Garden Designers’ website 
to find locally based designer Pamela 
Johnson, an expert in small gardens. This 

NEW DESIGN
Left The garden  
is always on view,  
so a flowing 
arrangement with  
a Japanese theme 
ensures it looks 
good all the time

RELAXING SPACE
Right Metal garden 
furniture was chosen 
so as not to block 
the views of the 
flanking plants

HOME-IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS INSPIRATIONAL KITCHENS BRILLIANT BATHROOMS GREAT DECORATING IDEAS

STYLISH SHOPPING GUIDES COMPETITIONS AND OFFERS EXPERT ADVICE GARDEN DESIGN

n Unique editorial package for home-improvers n Balance of design inspiration and practical advice n The very best readers’ home projects  
n In-depth guidance from leading design and building experts n The latest shopping and decorating trends n Exclusive reader offers 



REAL HOMES is read by people who are actively taking on  

a home- improvement project, from updating kitchens 

and bathrooms, through to major extensions and 

alterations. They are affluent homeowners who are  

design- and fashion-conscious. They are also confident  

of their own tastes and style and want an individual  

home that reflects this.

YOUNG FIRST-TIME HOME-IMPROVERS
Design-conscious and ambitious, they want their home  

to be an extension of their lifestyle and are willing to roll 

up their sleeves to create the home of their dreams.

HIGH ACHIEVERS CREATING  
THEIR DREAM HOME
Stylish and confident, they want an individual home that 

reflects their success and status and have the vision and 

money to achieve it.

AMBITIOUS PROPERTY OWNERS  
CLIMBING THE LADDER 
They have their sights set on their dream home and will 

serially renovate and improve properties, trading up each 

time until they achieve their target.

GROWING FAMILIES LOOKING  
FOR MORE ROOM 
Homeowners in their late 20s and 30s looking to add  

extra space, often transforming a dated period property  

to create a modern family home.

EMPTY NESTERS INDULGING  
IN LUXURY AND SPACE 
Affluent and successful, they can finally focus on their 

own needs and ambitions to create their perfect home 

since their children have moved out of the house. 
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FOR EVERY SPACE
Refresh and renew your home and garden with the key looks,  

hot trends and latest colours for the season

When wallpaper is as lovely as 
this, it doesn’t matter whether 
it’s for a boy’s or a girl’s room – it’s 
gender neutral. Use it on all four 
walls for the maximum effect,  
or on diagonally opposite walls 
for the latest way to decorate.

Invest in practical yet beautifully crafted 
furniture and add stylish accessories to turn 
your outdoor space into a sociable garden.  

Jack N Rose My 
House wallpaper  
in Aqua, £29.95  
per roll, Galerie

Above Islay two-seater sofa made from 
eucalyptus wood with PU weave and polyester 
cushions, H78xW135xD71cm, £399; Islay  
bench, H46xW179xD52cm, £200; Islay six- 
seater dining table, H75xW190xD90cm, £499, 
all from the Croft Collection at John Lewis

USE PRETTY PASTELS 
FOR KIDS’ ROOMS
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Create a conservatory feel in a 
downstairs extension with a wall or 
two of fauna or flora. Butterflies are  
the insect du jour – and look fantastic 
when featured in myriad motifs and 
colours on wallpaper. Continue the 
effect by picking out key shades  
in upholstery and accessories.
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Remodelling their home gave Joanna and David 
Fitzgerald the opportunity for an outdoor redesign
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS MARCUS HARPUR

‘A themed garden 
makes the most  
of our new view’

THE OWNERS 
Joanna Fitzgerald (above), a part- 
time careers advisor, and husband 
David, a company director

THE PROPERTY 
A five-bedroom, Victorian 
semi-detached house with 
recent modifications

THE LOCATION 
Battersea, south London 

WHAT THEY SPENT 
The couple’s garden project  
cost around £32,000

FACT FILE

ORIGINAL SPACE
Above Large lime 
trees and a brick wall  
at the far end of the 
garden dominated 
the existing area

DRY RIVERBED
Below This side of 
the garden catches 
the sun and is perfect 
for plants that like 
dry conditions



BEFORE

There were a lot of changes at 
once for us, which meant we 
needed to rethink our garden,’ 
recalls Joanna, of the house 
renovation that sparked an 

outdoor makeover for her and husband 
David. ‘We had completely redesigned  
the back of our house, which gave us a 
whole new view of our garden, but the 
building work had extensively damaged 
the area.’ After living with an outdoor space 
used by their growing family for three 
decades, this gave the couple the perfect 
opportunity to redevelop the space.

There were plenty of other incentives  
to get to work, explains Joanna. ‘Large 
lime trees had undermined the far wall of 
the garden and needed to be felled, and a 
large wall built alongside the house really 
dominated the space. We had a small  
pond that didn’t function properly, our 
shed was falling down, and we no longer 
needed space for the children to kick a 
football around. Plus, our upcoming 
retirement meant we wanted to make 
better use of the space.’

The redesign of the house meant that 
Joanna and David could view their garden 
in a new light. With the family kitchen 
now located on the first floor, unlike most 
gardens, the main viewing point was from 
above. A strong layout and structure were 
all-important for this new perspective, so 
large windows were added to make the 
most of the view and to allow the couple 
to see wildlife thriving in their garden.  
‘I can sit here, watching the birds like 
television,’ says Joanna. ‘And, thanks to  
the pond, we also now have frogs and 
dragonflies, even here in Battersea.’ 

Joanna and David researched every 
aspect of their redesign carefully, 
gathering ideas from books, visiting Royal 
Horticultural Society shows, and using  
the Society of Garden Designers’ website 
to find locally based designer Pamela 
Johnson, an expert in small gardens. This 

NEW DESIGN
Left The garden  
is always on view,  
so a flowing 
arrangement with  
a Japanese theme 
ensures it looks 
good all the time

RELAXING SPACE
Right Metal garden 
furniture was chosen 
so as not to block 
the views of the 
flanking plants

GREAT DECORATING IDEAS

GARDEN DESIGN
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n  78% of readers say they buy  
Real Homes because they are 
looking for ideas for a home-
improvement project

n  30% of Real Homes readers  
are planning to build an extension 
in the next 12 months

n  44% of Real Homes readers are 
planning to install a new kitchen  
in the next 12 months

n  45% of Real Homes readers are 
planning to install a new bathroom  
in the next 12 months

Jan 2014-Dec 2014  
Total Average Circulation 29,171
99.7% actively purchased

Readership 218,000 

n  23% men

of which 

n  62% ABC1

n  52% 15-44

n  48% 45+ 

Why the REAL HOMES readership 
is important to you

REAL HOMES’ readership is made 
up of highly ‘active’ consumers*

n  77% women

of which 

n  62% ABC1

n  52% 15-44

n  48% 45+ 

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD FULL PAGEINSIDE FRONT COVER HALF PAGE VERTICAL

n  75% of Real Homes readers 
are planning to update their 
décor in the next 12 months

n  25% of Real Homes readers 
are planning a large-scale 
renovation of their property

n  37% of Real Homes readers 
are planning to remodel the 
layout of their home

n  51% of Real Homes readers 
are planning to undertake a 
garden project in the next  
12 months 

REAL HOMES       advertising rates  
Inside front cover double-page spread

Double-page spread

Inside front cover

Inside back cover

Outside back cover

Full page, first 10 per cent 

Full page, first third 

Full page

Half page

Quarter page

Two-page advertorial

One-page advertorial

Half-page advertorial

£7,956

£6,800

£4,400

£4,440

£4,800

£4,600

£4,320

£4,000

£2,250

£1,150

£10,000

£5,000

£2,500

DISPLAY

DATA

FULL PAGE
Trim: 290mm(H)x213mm(W)
Type Area: 270mm(H)
x193mm(W)
Bleed: 296mm(H)x219mm(W)

QUARTER PAGE
124mm(H)x92mm(W)

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL
124mm(H)x193mm(W)

HALF PAGE VERTICAL
263mm(H)x95mm(W)
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GROUP ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

Jackie Sanders
T 01527 834426 
F 01527 574759
E jackie.sanders@centaurmedia.com

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Debra Greer
T 01527 834424 
F 01527 574759
E debra.greer@centaurmedia.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MANAGER
Craig Taylor
T 01527 834431 
F 01527 574759
E craig.taylor@centaurmedia.com
     
HEAD OF PRODUCTION
Bill Griffiths
T 01527 834421
F 01527 574759
E bill.griffiths@centaurmedia.com

Please contact us to discuss a wide 
variety of bespoke opportunities including 
advertorials and sponsorships

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL QUARTER PAGE ADVERTORIAL GALLERY CLASSIFIED INSIDE BACK COVER BACK COVER

REAL HOMES       advertising rates  
Full page

Half page

Quarter page

9 x 2 

6 x 2

6 x 1

3 x 1

Gallery

£4,000

£2,250

£1,150

£850

£650

£350

£200

£325

CLASSIFIED

DATA 

PAGE: 253mm(H)x184mm(W)

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL: 120mm(H) x180mm(W)

HALF PAGE VERTICAL: 253mm(H)x92mm(W)

QUARTER PAGE VERTICAL:120mm(H)x90mm(W)

QUARTER PAGE HORIZONTAL:62mm(H)x188mm(W)

GALLERY: 75mm(H)x60mm(W)

3x1: 26mm(H)x42mm(W)

6x1: 56mm(H)x42mm(W)

6x2: 56mm(H)x88mm(W)

9x2: 88mm(H)x88mm(W)



REALHOMESMAGAZINE.CO.UK is packed with features, 

readers’ homes and expert advice from the 

magazine, as well as exclusive competitions,  

an online community and the very latest home  

and property news. 

We can promote your products online to a target 

audience of active-home improvers, with 

campaigns specifically designed to suit both your 

marketing strategy and your budget. 

We can also put your products directly in front of 

our committed subscribers via our email campaigns. 

These full-colour, HTML emails place your product 

information directly into the inboxes of each of the 

100,000+ subscribers who have opted in.

REAL HOMES digital  

DIGITAL PROMOTION
Banner campaigns
From full rich-media 

roadblocks to simple, but 

effective banners promoting 

your brand – talk through  

your specific campaign 

objectives to suit your  

business and your budget

iPad
Serve your advertising within 

this rapidly-growing medium 

for maximum impact

Product directory
The comprehensive product 

directory is the first place 

visitors come to when sourcing 

new items and services for 

their home projects

Video
The digital team can arrange 

for professional video shoots 

or you can test the water with a 

simple, low-cost gallery video, 

for brand and product 

exposure across 

Realhomesmagazine.co.uk, 

within the directory, on 

YouTube and even on  

your own website.

HOME PAGE COMPLETED PROJECTS SHOPPING DIRECTORY

MONTHLY ANALYTICS*
76,530 visitors 
226,380 pages viewed 
3 average pages per visit 
Average time on the site 2 minutes 32 seconds
Returning visitors 38.6% 
email list 105,285 opted in named email individuals
*source Google Analytics based on September 2013 figures. More detailed site statistics are available on request

EMAIL MARKETING
Solus broadcast
Promote your new products  

and offers via an exclusive  

sales message

Product newswire
The latest products and offers 

from up to 14 different companies

Competitions broadcast
Sponsor this monthly round-up of 

competitions and offers featured 

on the website

Digital opportunities



EMAIL OFFERINGSONLINE OFFERINGS

SOLUS DEDICATED BROADCASTING
Numbers below indicate opted-in named 

email addresses.

Lists can be targeted by number of sends 

required or geographical parameters

1,000-25,000 £65 CPM
25,001-50,000 £55 CPM
50,001-75,000 £45 CPM
75,001-100,000 £35 CPM
100,001-150,000 £25 CPM

PRODUCT EMAILS
Newswires: Monthly product newswires; 

distributed to all opted-in subscribers, 

registered users and show visitors   

£850 per insert

NEWSLETTERS
Subscriber Newsletter Sponsorship
Including headline banner and main 

editorial insertion £1,500
Subscriber Newsletter Editorial 
Insertions Headline and link to article on 

our website to drive SEO or direct to 

customer website. £495

COMPETITIONS
1 x Html Page – min. prize value £300
Opted-in leads received, to be charged on a £ 

per lead basis at the end of the competition.

Competition Advertising Package £1,000 
To include online and email support  

to promote competition and include  

opted-in data

ONLINE POLL
Including logo and three to four  

questions £1,000

DISPLAY RATES
MPU £35 CPM
Skyscraper £30 CPM
468 x 60 £25 CPM
120 x 120 £15 CPM
Pop Ups £25 CPM
Site Wrap Package 

Including Page Peel, Wrap 

Around and Roadblock  

One week £5,000
Homepage or Channel 
Specific Wrap Package  
Including Page Peel, Wrap 

Around and Roadblock   

One week £3,000 

Main Site Sponsorship  
One month £950
Expandable Formats 
+15%
Creation of Banners  
+15% 

ADVERTORIAL
Advertorial Content
Offering huge SEO 

advantages and editorial 

support for products.  500- 

1,000 words of editorial, 4-5 

images to be presented as a 

gallery, and embedded links. 

12 months £650
Advertorial Content  
With Video
Video to also be displayed 

within Homebuilding video 

player. £950 

VIDEO
Pre-Roll Advert within 
Existing Video Content  
£20 CPM
Option 1: Showcase Video 
Including 15 animated 

images, professional 

voiceover – one minute. 

Video to be included on all 

social network sites including 

customer’s own website.

12 months  £300
Option 2: Professional 
Video
A one-minute fully 

professionally produced 

video.  A film crew will 

attend the site for ½ day 

filming and this would 

include full editing and 

voiceover. Video to appear 

within all social network  

sites including customer’s 

own website.  

12 months £1,950

FEATURED SUPPLIER 
ENTRY
Company Profile Page
Animated gallery of images, 

plus specific product pages 

good for traffic generation 

and SEO

12 months £850
Six months £450

DIGITAL SALES DIRECTOR 
Jackie Sanders 
t. 01527 834426
f. 01527 574759
e. jackie.sanders@centaur.co.uk

DIGITAL SALES EXECUTIVE
Kelly James
t. 01527 834481
f. 01527 574759
e. kelly.james@centaur.co.uk

DIGITAL SALES EXECUTIVE
Elena Gill
t. 01527 834494
f. 01527 574759
e. elena.gill@centaur.co.uk

twitter.com/realhomes

facebook.com/realhomesmagazine

pininterest.com/realhomes



Realhomesmagazine.co.uk is the leading website for 

home-improvement inspiration and expert advice

Periodliving.co.uk is the leading website  

for lovers of period property with more  

than 55,000* unique visitors per month  

(*April 2013 Google Analytics)

The UK’s number one self-build event,  
the Homebuilding & Renovating Show  

is held nationally at 7 locations.  
Sales contact: Stuart Baylis,  

01527 834405, stuart.baylis@centaurmedia.com

1. Market defined as Residential Repair Maintenance and Improvement (RMI) market worth £21.5 billion in 2009 (source The Office for National Statistics). Monthly opportunities to influence 
defined as follows: Real Homes magazine Readership, 221,000; Real Homes online, 71,752; Real Homes newsletters and newswires (opens), 11,516; National Home Improvement Show, 19,800; 
National Home Improvement Show online, 2,025.

2. Market defined as self-build, conversion and major renovation projects. 11,160 self-build homes with spend on labour and materials of £2.9 billion in 2012 (source based on figures from HMRC 
and Homebuilding & Renovating survey March 2013). Major renovators (around 120,000 projects in 2012 – estimated value £10 billion). Monthly opportunities to influence defined as follows: 
Homebuilding & Renovating (HB&R) online, 298,594; HB&R magazine readership, 96,272 (23,168 copy sales); HB&R newsletters and newswires (opens), 20,618; HB&R Shows, 32,500; HB&R Show 
online, 3,712; Plotfinder.net, 52,831; Plotfinder newsletters and newswires (opens), 7,871; Mybuildingproject.co.uk, 2,269; Homebuilding & Renovating Extra, 1,680.

3. Market defined as the proportion of the Residential Repair Maintenance and Improvement (RMI) market (£12.9 billion in 2009 – source The Office for National Statistics) pertaining to homes built 
before 1939 (an estimated 60% of 26million homes in the UK). Opportunities to influence defined as follows: Period Living magazine readership, 147,000; Period Living online; 55,000; Period Living 
newsletters and newswires (opens), 8,054.

Our brands deliver over one million opportunities  
to influence your customers every month

REAL HOMES is the complete magazine for 

people actively improving and decorating 

their home.

ABC Jan – Dec 2014 Total Average Net 

Circulation 29,171

325,000 home-improvers and decorators
Market value: £21bn1

PERIOD LIVING is Britain’s best-selling period 

homes magazine, packed with ideas and advice. 

ABC Jan – Dec 2014 Total Average Net 

Circulation 32,782

210,000 traditional homeowners, who  
are decorating, updating and improving 
Market value: £12.9bn3

Realhomesmagazine.co.uk
Homebuilding.co.uk is Britain’s most popular 

website for self-builders and renovators

HOMEBUILDING & RENOVATING is the  

number one UK magazine for self-builders  

and renovators.

ABC Jan – Dec 2014 Total Average Net 

Circulation 25,563

512,500 self-builders and major renovators 
Market value: £12.95bn2

Homebuilding.co.ukPeriodliving.co.uk

Centaur Consumer Media 
A DIVISION OF CENTAUR MEDIA PLC

2 Sugar Brook Court, Aston Rd, 
Bromsgrove B60 3EX
Tel: 01527 834400 

realhomes@centaur.co.uk

Plotfinder.net is the UK’s leading subscription 
database of land and renovation 

opportunities for sale
Sponsorship contact: Jackie Sanders  

01527 834426 jackie.sanders@centaurmedia.com


